Estimation of platelet adhesiveness on whole blood and platelet-rich plasma
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SYNOPSIS  Platelet adhesive tests were carried out in parallel on whole blood and platelet-rich plasma. A column of glass microspherules was used and adenosine diphosphate (ADP) was added to the platelet-rich plasma before passage through the column.

Preliminary observations were made to show the effect of the containers and the anticoagulant used. The influence on platelets when stored at 4°C and standing or mixing at room temperature was also assessed. The apparatus used to measure adhesiveness was designed to produce a constant rate of flow through a standard column of glass microspherules.

Using both methods, adhesiveness was studied on 70 healthy blood donors. The result showed a significant correlation between the level of adhesiveness found with each technique.

One of the main difficulties in performing platelet adhesive studies *in vitro* is that different methods may not measure the same aspect of adhesiveness (O’Brien, 1966 and 1969); also the degree of relevance of these measurements to events *in vivo* is unknown. O’Brien has stated that measurement of adhesiveness can only be considered in the context of what has been found by a given investigator in a particular laboratory on a specific day; he has also shown (1967) that platelets from one patient may be more affected by one aggregating agent than another. Furthermore, different workers using similar techniques have been unable to obtain reproducible results.

Changes in platelet adhesiveness recorded by a certain technique in a given clinical situation may, if the method is not rigidly standardized, have a false significance. Markedly different results have been found in certain disorders, such as von Willebrand’s disease where ADP aggregation is normal; glass adhesiveness appears defective on rapid passage through a column of glass beads but slowing the rate of passage produces similar results as on normal controls (O’Brien and Heywood, 1967). It is therefore essential to standardize the technique used and to have adequate controls on healthy subjects before using, and interpreting, results in various disease processes. Many of the experimental conditions which influence adhesiveness were initially studied by Hellem (1960a). Since that time many other factors have been shown to affect platelet adhesion. These factors fall into two main groups: on the one hand, those which affect the test conditions and blood sample, such as the time interval following blood taking (Fyfe and Hamilton, 1967), the time interval after adding ADP (Bloom and Davies, 1967), alterations in the packed cell volume of red cells (Hellem, 1960b), the duration of centrifugation before the tests on platelet-rich plasma (McBride, 1968). The second group are those conditions which alter the milieu in the patient such as smoking (Murchison and Fyfe, 1966), ingestion of glucose (Bridges, Dalby, Millar, and Weaver, 1965), fat (McDonald and Edgill, 1958), taking aspirin (O’Brien, 1968) and other drugs, and exercise (Ikkala, Myllylä, and Sarajas, 1966).

The object of the present study was to see if it was feasible, after standardizing two methods of platelet adhesiveness, to obtain comparable results. The procedures chosen both involved platelet adhesion to glass beads, the first using whole blood and the second using citrated plasma with ADP followed by adherence to glass beads.
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These tests were undertaken in 70 normal subjects, both techniques being carried out on blood samples taken at the same time. Before the study, each step of both techniques was examined carefully and the factors which might cause variable results were sought, and, as far as possible, standardized. The preliminary findings of the factors influencing the experimental systems from which the two procedures were developed will be presented first, and, then using both methods, the results on healthy donors will be compared.

Materials and Methods

Venous blood was obtained from 70 healthy blood donors between the ages of 19 and 70. In each case the blood was taken in the morning before lunch but at a variable time following breakfast. We were unable to control the amount of food eaten, smoking, or the amount of exercise taken before the tests, and these factors could all possibly influence the results.

Blood samples were collected using a disposable plastic syringe and disposable needle and placed in either plastic containers or siliconized glass tubes. Each tube contained 3·13% sodium citrate as anticoagulant. Initially, a 1 in 10 dilution was used, but later a 1 in 12 dilution was preferred as this was shown to have less effect on the platelets. After being added, the blood was carefully mixed with the citrate by gentle inversion 15 times; this method of mixing was used throughout.

Glass microspherules of a diameter between 0·102 and 0·124 mm were prepared in the following way. They were first washed well with 20% HCl, rinsed approximately 20 times in water, distilled water being used on the last four occasions; the microspherules were then dried in a hot air oven before use.

Adenosine diphosphate was prepared in a final concentration of 50 μg/ml. This was made up freshly once a month and stored in small aliquots at minus 20°C. It was brought to room temperature 30 minutes before use, and not re-frozen. After suitable dilution, platelets were counted using a Coulter counter model F. Counts were always performed in duplicate or triplicate and an agreement of within 5% was accepted as satisfactory, otherwise the count was repeated. The adhesive platelet count was the difference in the number of platelets counted before and after the procedure expressed as a percentage. Polystyrene containers of uniform size (6 cm × 2 cm) were used throughout except in the experiments with siliconized tubes which were 11 cm × 1·4 cm and coated with silicone (MS 1107).

Preliminary Procedures

These investigations were carried out using blood samples from healthy donors.

Mixing of Blood Specimens

It was found that the platelet count fell when citrated whole blood or platelet-rich plasma was allowed to rotate at 28 rpm on a Matburn wheel for any length of time; the reduction in platelets was most marked in the polystyrene containers but also occurred in the siliconized tubes. Presumably, mixing of the specimens initiates the process of adhesion. Eastham (1964) has previously shown that platelets adhere to polystyrene surfaces, and therefore the minimum agitation of the specimens before testing is essential.

Effect on Platelet Count of Keeping Blood Specimens at 4°C

Blood samples (3 ml) were placed in polystyrene tubes with citrate as anticoagulant at 4°C for 24 hours without rotation and the platelet count was compared with the initial count. In doing this experiment we found that there was an optimum time for satisfactory mixing of blood to obtain a uniform platelet count. After mixing on a circular wheel at 28 rpm for three minutes and five minutes the platelet counts showed irregular results in repeated tests. Those mixed for 10 minutes gave a more uniform level. Thereafter, platelet counts performed on blood samples which had been left standing were rotated for 10 minutes at 28 rpm before the specimen was taken for testing or platelet counting. With suitable mixing, blood which was left overnight at 4°C was found to have no significant drop in platelet count in subsequent counts. Platelet counts after mixing for 10 minutes at 28 rpm showed a closer agreement using siliconized glass containers than with polystyrene tubes, but the difference was slight.

Effect on Platelet Count of Leaving Blood at Room Temperature

Blood was taken into polystyrene tubes and siliconized glass tubes with citrate as an anticoagulant, left at room temperature for periods of up to three hours, and mixed by rotation 10 minutes before carrying out the platelet count. The results in 10 repeated tests using polystyrene tubes and siliconized tubes showed no significant fall in platelet counts although using siliconized tubes gave marginally more accurate results. The same experiment was repeated using platelet-rich plasma; once again there was little difference in the platelet count in polystyrene or siliconized containers.

Anticoagulant

We also experimented with the dilution of sodium citrate and used buffered citrate as well as 3·13% sodium citrate. It was found that with 1 in 12 dilutions, which we used in all subsequent experiments, the platelet count had a greater stability after standing at room temperature than when in
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a 1 in 10 dilution. Buffered citrate was not found to offer any advantage.

From these preliminary experiments we confirmed that the results were variable if conditions were not rigidly standardized, especially with regard to the anticoagulant used, the size of the container, the type of the container, and the amount of agitation of the sample. Although siliconized containers were slightly superior to polystyrene containers, it was found more practical to use polystyrene tubes, taking care to keep a constant experimental system in each technique and to avoid over-mixing the samples.

Technique of Platelet Adhesiveness

It was decided to use a column of glass microspherules for these studies and to carry out all procedures at room temperature.

The spherules were put inside a plastic syringe with an internal diameter of 4 mm to give a column 6.5 cm long. The wide end was fitted with a plastic adaptor and tubing, the other end was fitted to a 5 ml syringe in which the blood or platelet-rich plasma was placed. The glass beads were prevented from leaving the syringe by a small plug of siliconized glass wool. The connecting plastic tubing had a diameter of 4 mm and was as short as possible. The column of microspherules was fixed vertically and the 5 ml syringe horizontally. A simple mechanical hand-turned system of pushing the blood through the column was preferred to using an electric motor, which has been used in previous studies. With an automatic system there is a possibility that if partial obstruction of the flow occurs the rate through the column will change without the experimenter being aware of this change. Using a thread of known size which gives an exact movement in a given time, any change in pressure would immediately be apparent to the operator and the test can be repeated. This procedure produces a uniform flow and in many repetitive tests in our hands it was found to be precise. The exact whole blood technique was to place 2 ml blood, after taking a sample for the initial platelet count, into a 5 ml syringe. This was then attached to the apparatus and the sample pushed through the column of glass microspherules at the rate of 1 ml in 7 seconds; the procedure takes 14 seconds, and, at exactly 20 seconds after the start, the sample which had passed through the column and collected in a plastic tube was mixed gently for 20 seconds and a second platelet count carried out.

The modification of the technique was as follows: platelet-rich plasma was obtained by centrifuging the citrated blood at 1,500 rpm for 15 minutes and 0.5 µg of ADP was added to 1 ml of plasma after taking a sample for the initial platelet count. After the addition of ADP the specimen was mixed 10 times by gentle inversion and then 2 ml drawn up into the 5 ml syringe. Exactly one minute after adding the ADP the sample was pushed through the column in the manner described and the plasma was collected in polystyrene tubes containing 2.4 mg of ethylenediamine tetracetic acid (EDTA). Twenty seconds after the commencement of passage through the column, the sample collected was mixed gently for 20 seconds and a platelet count performed. Preliminary experiments were necessary to ascertain the quantity of glass microspherules to be used and also the amount of ADP to be added to the platelet-rich plasma.

After carrying out several experiments with varying quantities of glass microspherules it was decided to use 1.5 g for both citrated whole blood and citrated platelet-rich plasma. These quantities produced a level of platelet adhesiveness of about 50% using healthy donors.

A series of experiments was then performed to demonstrate the changes in adhesiveness which occurred at various time intervals.

Results

The variation of platelet adhesiveness over 240 minutes using whole blood is shown in Figure 1. The upper and lower lines indicate the range of results in five tests. After an initial fall in the samples taken 10 minutes after venesection, there was a gradual rise in adhesiveness in the samples taken up to 60 minutes. From 60 to 120 minutes the level was remarkably constant, following which there was a slight increase in adhesiveness in samples left up to 240 minutes.

The variation in platelet adhesiveness over 240 minutes using citrated plasma is shown in Figure 2. The upper and lower lines indicate the range of results in four tests. Once again there was an initial fall in the level of adhesiveness with blood taken 10 to 20 minutes previously, followed by a rise with the samples taken up to 60 minutes. The levels reached between 60 and 120 minutes were fairly constant, although not as close as in the whole blood results. Afterwards there was a gradual rise with plasma left for 180 minutes and an apparent slight fall up to 240 minutes.

On this evidence it was decided to measure the adhesiveness between one and two hours following venesection. At this time interval the most stable results were achieved and this interval also allowed sufficient time to collect the samples and transmit them to the laboratory. This stability was tested using 16 healthy donors and estimating adhesiveness at one and two hours after venesection. With whole citrated blood the average adhesiveness was 55% at one hour and 54% at two hours with a variation of 40% to 71% at one hour and 35 to 72% at two hours. On 16 tests at one and two hours using citrated plasma the mean adhesive levels were 45% and 43%
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with a variation of 19% to 65% at one hour and 30% to 64% at two hours. After standardizing our experimental conditions in the manner outlined, 70 duplicate adhesiveness tests using whole blood and platelet-rich plasma from each healthy donor were performed. The results are shown in Figure 3.

The coefficient of correlation between the results with the two methods is \( r_{xy} = 0.46 \) which is highly significant (\( p = 0.001 \)). However in 28 of the 70 persons examined the results varied from the mean in opposite directions; in 18 the results were above the mean using whole blood but below with citrated plasma, while in 10 the results were above the mean using citrated plasma but below with the whole blood method.

Discussion

In experiments on platelet adhesiveness it is important to standardize as far as possible the technique to be used and to have a large number of results on healthy persons before attempting to evaluate results which may be obtained in disease processes. Although many of the factors influencing the adhesiveness are known, it seems likely that others, as yet unknown, also play a part and these may come to light when the exact mechanism of platelet adhesiveness and aggregation is fully understood. The present study shows that by using two techniques of platelet adhesiveness under standardized conditions a good correlation in the results can be obtained. This is so, even though the normal range is fairly wide using both techniques. Hirsch, McBride, and Wright (1966) found a similar correlation in the results of adhesiveness to glass using the glass flask method of Payling Wright (1941) and passage through glass microspherules. Following the initial observations of Payling Wright (1942), many workers have recorded increased adhesiveness after an operation using a variety of procedures, glass adhesion methods being those most frequently used, with or without, added ADP. Bennett (1968) has shown a discrepancy between the results with platelet-rich plasma with added ADP followed by glass adhesion, and glass adhesion alone using whole blood, following surgery. He does not record any observations in healthy donors or indicate the degree of correlation between the two tests before operation. In a recent article by Sjögren, Böttiger, and Börck (1969), four methods of platelet adhesiveness were compared. They found a good correlation between Hellem's and Salzman's whole blood methods but could find no significant correlation between three whole blood methods and Hellem's platelet-rich plasma method with added ADP. It is suggested that the more the factors which influence the results using various techniques can be controlled, the greater will be the
likelihood of individual techniques which measure the same aspect of adhesiveness to produce comparable results. In the present tests we were unable to standardize conditions in the donors, as although the blood was always taken in the morning, the food intake and type of food, the degree of exercise, and the use of tobacco or drugs were not regulated. Had this been achieved our results might have shown an even better correlation. Whether, in fact, the test using ADP plus adhesiveness and that with glass adhesion alone, measure exactly the same aspect of stickiness, is debatable, but in this study on normal donors the correlation of results suggests that it is probable. It is now intended to use these techniques in parallel in situations where increased adhesiveness is to be expected to see if closely comparable results can be obtained as have been found in healthy subjects.
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